PLANNING AND REALIZATION OF VIDEOCONFERENCE LECTURE


In order to realize a videoconference, it’s necessary to invest more effort into initial videoconferencing lectures than with a classic classroom based lectures. For successful videoconference it’s the most important to go through proper preparations for the realization itself.

The whole realization of the videoconference plan can be divided to the following levels: 
· planning of the course of the videoconference, 
· preparation before the conference,
· realization of the videoconference, 
· evaluation of the videoconference. Planning the course of the videoconference In this part, the lecturer has to primarily focus on the didactic aspects of realization of the videoconference and the content of the lecture.

For planning of a videoconference, we use a plan, which is adjusted to the requirements of it. An example of such a plan and appropriate questions, which every lecturer has to answer, is shown in table 7.1:
Learner’s achievements

Methods and activities

Materials

Duration

Devices and accessories

Notes


Learner’s achievements 	
What do you expect the learners to achieve? 
Methods and activities	
How will the lecture be realized (lecture, discussion, workshop - hands-on activities, chat in real-time, on whiteboard)?
Materials	
What kind of audio/visual accessories, hand-outs, etc. are you going to use as a support for your directions?  Is it necessary to prepare visual (electronic) or physical (on paper) worksheets, also for remote participants? 
Duration	
How long will the videoconference last? 
Devices and accessories	
What are you going to use, need? 
Notes	
Who is going to keep the minutes, create a report - responsibilities of learners and tutors…?

When the lecturer works out the plan from Table 1, he must also pose himself the following questions: 
1. How much of the total time will you need for the lecture?
2. How long does each lecture take? 
3. Are breaks included in this timing? 
4. To what extent doest the guest lecturer participate? 
5. Do the participants know what to expect from the videoconference?
6. Can part of the discussion be held before the videoconference?
7. What kind of technological support do we need in order for the videoconference to be a success?
8. Is the time for evaluation planned in?

EXAMPLES OF ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ABOUT REALIZATION

How much of the total time will you need for the lecture? General answer to this question would be that 50% to 70% of the total videoconference duration should be reserved for the lecture. The rest should be planned for interaction between lecturer and remote learners, in order to prevent the feeling of lost contact, or that we don’t encounter the same effect as with watching lecturers over television, when learners easily loose interest and focus.

How long does each lecture take?
Regarding this answer, the ideal videoconference connection should be shorter than 20 minutes, because this is the limit of how long the learners can concentrate on what’s happening on the display.

Are breaks included in the timing?
Regarding the number of breaks (question 3), it’s the best that the lecture is split into 20 minute long parts, separated with breaks of maximum 5 minutes.  After one-hour lecture there should be at least a 15 minutes long break. In case we are working with groups of disabled persons, i.e. with deaf and hard of hearing, the lectures should be shorter, 15 to 20 minutes in length with 5 to 10 minutes long breaks.

To what extent does the guest lecturer participate?
With this question it’s necessary to define to what extent the guest lecturer should participate in the videoconference and to which extent his assistants and/or tutors. Duration is in this case determined individually, depending on the content and complexity of the lectures.

Do the participants know what they should expect from the videoconference?
Answer to this question is whether the participants are informed about the content and duration of the lecture upfront. Definitely, the most important are memos and information that the participants receive by e-mail. For especially important videoconferences in case of smaller number of listeners, it’s necessary to also use written, classical notice sent by regular mail. Forums are also appropriate, but it could happen that some wouldn’t get the notification in time, since forums are mostly visited periodically.

Can part of the discussion be held before the videoconference?
For a successful videoconference, it’s very appropriate if a special discussion on the subject of lecture is held already before the videoconference, since it actually increases the expectations from the videoconference lecture. Discussion can be realized using electronic mail, web information, web forum or chat room.

What kind of technological support do we need in order for the videoconference to be a success?
Before the realization of the videoconference, it’s necessary to verify several technological factors, starting with power supply and all the way to the video capture of video from the camera. All this factors cannot be influenced solely by the lecturer, it has to be determined in advance, who is responsible person for proper operation and maintenance of technical details of the videoconference.

Is the time for evaluation planned in?
With every videoconference, especially with initial lectures, it’s very important to perform evaluation of presentation quality after the videoconference, because only with help of feedback, the lecturer can improve his lectures and realization of the videoconference. Examples for evaluation are at the end of this chapter. The evaluation can also be performed immediately after the videoconference with help of web-based questionnaires. The lecturer in this case only notifies the participants of the address of web page, where the questions for evaluation can be
found.


Short checklist FOR PLANNING OF VIDEOCONFERENCE REALIZATION
Besides the plan, the lecturers must also examine all the details, which are related to the use of equipment, arrangement of the lecture-room and its appearance. The list below can help:

Conference date
Time
Address
ISDN num. of partners (if we use this kind of connection)
Phone num. of partners (POTS or mobile)
Own ISDN num.
Own telephone num.:
IP numbers of partners and own IP number
Technical connections
IP number of MCU

-----------------------------
Example:

Date of the conference:	 4.12. 2002
Time: 8:00 to 10:00
Title of the lecture: Interactive TV at its best
IP numbers: Uni MB: 164.8.65.111  Uni LJ:   162.39.44.111  Uni ZG:
156.99.44.92  Uni NY:  112.223.344.33
Telephone Numbers:  Uni MB (Debevc): 031 456 666   Uni LJ (Klojcnik):  
031 333 442  Uni ZG (Plenkovic):  087 223 443  Uni NY (Roberto):  041 333
342 Technical connections Gigabit Ethernet in Maribor   ATM to Ljubljana 
 10 Mbps Ljubljana to New York MCU IP Number  164.8.65.115
-----------------------------

Preparations before the videoconference
Before the actual videoconference, the final technical and content preparations like the following are necessary:

- one week before the videoconference:
· inform the participants
· verify, whether the participants have all the necessary materials
· determine the order of dialing in and appearance on the conference
· choose the moderator
· choose the technical staff in case of problems
· test the equipment and operation with partners on other locations
· choose the clothes (avoid strong patterns, bright colors like red and white) 
· choose the environment, background behind the lecturer. It’s the best to choose uniform blue, quiet background. We can also use logotype of organization that the lecturer belongs to.

- a day or two before the videoconference:
· practice the use of videoconference equipment
· prepare plan for realization of videoconference and materials
· plan exact timing of realization
· perform discussions, talks with all other participants (also distant), with moderator and technical staff 
· reserve and tidy up the computer classroom, where the videoconference will be held 
· design and arrange the computer classroom (background, camera, clock, lightning, colors)
· prepare back-up plan in case of technical problems 
· methodically plan also the part of the videoconference meant for exercise and discussion 

- on the day of conference:
· tidy up the computer classroom
· connect with partners on other locations at least 15 to 30 minutes before the planned meeting 
· test correct operation of video, audio connection, lightning, additional equipment like e.g.: document camera, VCR, … 
· check, test and set up direction of camera(s) 
· verify that all the necessary data about participant’s numbers and networks are at hand
· occasionally observe own appearance on the screen and make sure that all talking participants are visible.

Realization of the videoconference

PREPARATION FOR the COURSE OF the videoconference When preparing participants for the videoconference, it’s important that they practice in classes with their schoolmates beforehand. They must speak clearly and a bit slower, in sequences. When working with learners with special needs, we must adjust the work to their capabilities and means of communication. This way the learners are getting used to the interactive multipoint videoconference communication. Don’t be worried about that, since most pupils adapt very easily to new situations, usually learn fast and enjoy new things. Those who aren’t so good at it, we should try to support and help them in such way that it’s not too noticeable.

PREPARATION OF USERS

Being in front of camera has different effects on different people, especially younger learners. Some of them make faces, stutter, or similar, because the effects of it are immediately visible. With the learners with special needs we must pay attention to difficulties with which some of them accept new technology and try to help them overcome those in a least painful way. Slower playback or delays in video and audio synchronization may appear amusing at the beginning. This is why it’s important to deal with it, before we start with the actual live videoconference. We can practice in class, using a camera. We should allow pupils to experiment with it and find out how it works, before we organize the actual meeting. 
· pupils should start the videoconference software without establishing he connection 
· video should be connected locally -  the pupils should move in front of camera, wave, speak, get closer to it and check their own appearance on the screen - in short, they should get used to this tool
· demonstrate to them, how the video is visible on the screen, how to change quality, brightness and contract of the display. Try to zoom in and out the displayed video. They have to know how to freeze the video, how to switch to display of the whole group or just the individual taking part.
·  explain to them, that the same way as they see themselves on the screen, others will see them as well. Discuss with them, what would be unsuitable behavior when the camera is recording them. They should try to imagine how the TV anchor-people and reporters behave. Look for a video stream of a news programme on the Internet, and give pupils the task of observing the people in it and report what they notice about them.

Make them realize that other participants will be evaluating their attitude and skills of use of technology. This way you will increase their self esteem and willingness for new challenges.

INITIAL ACTIVITIES

Before the real videoconference, it’s advisable to perform the following tasks with the pupils: 
· repeat the videoconference netiquette - rules of behavior 
· practice how to become good listener and observer of what’s happening online. We can test that by connecting to the videoconference as passive spectators. 
· connect to the actual videoconference and be a role-model for the pupils. Once you include the pupils, help them with answers so that they don’t get embarrassed. 
· arrange for a point-to-point  connection with a colleague and practice cooperation. 
· warn the pupils that they should speak clearly and hold the microphone at a proper distance from the mouth. Speaking slower also helps a lot (these are also the rules for use of sign language for deaf people)
 · help pupils formulate the answers using samples. 
· warn them that they should, before asking something, address the question to the right participant (Hello Jake, …) 
· in case the conversation gets stuck or stops completely, help them out of embarrassment with another question pointing them into the right direction ·	help them properly formulate questions 
· prepare some questions together with them in order to prevent embarrassment.

Follow-up ACTIVITIES 

As a follow-up activity, the pupils might write something about their on-line experience, what they learned and who they met. Their writings could be displayed at the class notice board. Already before the conference we should distribute tasks to pupils, distribute the responsibilities and tell them what they should pay special attention to and what they will have to do after the meeting. It’s might also be appropriate to present the course of videoconference on school web page, so that the parents and other participants of the conference can also see it. HOW TO MASTER AND SOLVE TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Are you in the middle of realization of videoconference and suddenly the picture freezes. What to do? Most people are not prepared for such unpredictable stress situations and this can cause an otherwise well planned videoconference to fail because of technical problems.

To avoid such unproductive, chaotic situations, it is necessary to assure before the conference that: 
· you have access to someone who could help you with such technical problems · you choose someone to help you remotely if necessary 
· you get well acquainted with the equipment, get some experience, since in most cases, already a new telephone call, reestablishment of connection or reboot can solve the problem 
· you make the connection at least 15 minutes before the planned event. Most technical problems occur when establishing the connections 
· a week before the planned videoconference you test your connections with all remote
participants.

If the technical problems occur during the videoconference:
· if remote participants can at least hear you, explain your problems to them and if they can only see you, show them instructions on whiteboard or on paper about how to proceed and who to contact for solving of problems.
· try re-establishing the connection (disconnect and call the number again) ·	make sure, that the person in charge of connections is available and can help you solve the problem. ·	in worst case, continue the conference by means of real time chat, since sometimes the problems cannot
be resolved after all. This is why it’s advisable to send all the necessary materials upfront, so that the pupils can work with them the classical way. ·	don’t show your confusion and panic! Giving pupils some tasks to work on is the basic condition for successful work. Machines can
fail, but humans rarely do. Evaluation of videoconference When the videoconference is over, we should analyze it in order to make it even more efficient in the future. It’s suitable to record the whole videoconference and review the recordings later. We can also note down some conclusions during the conference itself and discuss them later.

It’s necessary to pose some questions to yourself, to participants and to technical staff. These could be suitable questions:

· what were the planned results of the videoconference? Were they achieved?
· were the expectations before the realization clear? 
· was the realization technologically efficient? 
· what did you / didn’t you like using the technology? 
· what would improve the realization? 
· what was this experience like comparing to a regular lecture?

It also makes sense to make a recording of participants’ opinions, so it can be used for better quality preparation of future videoconferences using the questionnaires for videoconference evaluation.
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